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Abstract Carbon nanotube (CNT)-reinforced 6061Al (CNT/6061Al) composites were fabricated via powder metallurgy

combined with friction stir processing (FSP). CNTs were dispersed after FSP and accelerated the precipitation process of

the CNT/6061Al composites. However, the strengthening effect of CNTs on the T6-treated materials was insignificant,

while the composites under the FSP and solution treatment conditions exhibited increased strength compared to the matrix.

Precipitate-free zones (PFZs) were detected around CNTs in the T6-treated CNT/6061Al composites, and a model was

proposed to describe the effect of PFZs on strength. The calculations indicated that the strength of PFZs was similar to that

of the T6-treated 6061Al. As a result, the strengthening effect of CNTs on the T6-treated CNT/6061Al composites was

insignificant.
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1 Introduction

Carbon nanotube (CNT) has attracted growing attentions

for its low density, superior mechanical and physical

properties [1–4]. Due to these attractive properties, CNT is

considered as a promising reinforcement for composites

[5–7]. In the past decades, CNT/Al composites have

received a lot of focus due to the significantly enhanced

properties [5, 8].

The key issue to produce the CNT/Al composites with

superior properties is achieving the homogenous dispersion

of CNTs in the aluminum matrix [9–15]. To disperse the

entangled CNTs, various methods have been exploited,

such as ultrasonic [15], high-energy ball milling [16–18],

flaky powder metallurgy [19, 20], molecular-level mixing

[13, 21] and friction stir processing (FSP) [22–24].

FSP, a relatively new method of fabricating metal

matrix composites, has been used to disperse CNTs into

the aluminum matrix [22, 25–28]. Compared with other

fabrication methods, FSP introduced little contamination

during the fabrication process and induced limited dam-

age to CNTs. Therefore, the CNT/Al composites with

high tensile strength as well as good physical properties

could be achieved by FSP combined with powder met-

allurgy (PM) route [8, 12]. In our previous studies

[12, 27, 28], CNT/Al, CNT/6061Al and CNT/2009Al

composites have been successfully fabricated in this

route, and significant reinforcing effect of CNTs has been

achieved.
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However, in previous studies little attention has been

focused on the heat treatment behavior of the CNT/Al

composites [21, 29], though heat treatment is very impor-

tant for some aluminum alloy matrix composites. Up to

now, the effect of CNTs on the aging behavior of alu-

minum alloys matrix composites has only been reported in

limited investigations [21, 29–32]. Nam et al. [21] fabri-

cated CNT/Al–4Cu composites by molecular mixing

combined with PM and investigated the aging behaviors of

the composites. They found that CNTs had no effect on the

distribution of alloy element, but CNTs accelerated the

precipitation process. In another study [29], Mg depletion

was detected around CNTs in CNT/6063Al composites and

decreased the amount of precipitates in the matrix after

aging, leading to no strengthening effect of the aged

composites. However, in that study, CNTs were not

homogenously distributed in the matrix. Furthermore, the

precipitation acceleration effect of CNTs was not consid-

ered so that the T6-treated CNT/6063Al composites might

not reach the aging peak.

Clearly, the knowledge of the effect of CNTs on the

aging behavior and the mechanical properties of the aged

CNT/Al composites is still lacking and further investiga-

tion is necessary. In this study, the CNT/6061Al compos-

ites were fabricated by FSP combined with the PM process.

The microstructure and mechanical properties of the CNT/

6061Al composites under different heat treatment condi-

tions were investigated. The aim is to understand the effect

of CNTs on aging response and to optimize the mechanical

properties of the CNT/6061Al composites by heat

treatment.

2 Experimental

2.1 Fabrication of the CNT/6061Al Composites

The as-received 6061Al (Al–1.1Mg–0.56Si–0.2Cu, wt%)

powders having a spherical shape with an average diameter

of about 10 lm were used as the matrix. The as-received

CNTs having an entangled morphology with an outer

diameter of 20–40 nm and a length of 2–5 lm were used as

the reinforcement. The composites with CNT contents of 0,

1.5, and 3 vol% were fabricated by powder metallurgy

technique.

CNTs were mixed with the 6061Al powders in a

mechanical mixer at 50 r/min with a ball to powder ratio of

1:1 for 8 h. No pre-treatment was conducted on CNTs. The

mixed composite powders were cold-compacted in a die,

degassed and vacuum hot-pressed into cylindrical billets at

853 K. The billets were hot-forged into disk plates and then

subjected to 4-pass in situ FSP at a tool rotation rate of

1200 rpm and a travel speed of 100 mm/min. The

fabrication details could be found in our previous studies

[8, 26, 27]. All specimens used in this study were machined

from the FSP zones.

For obtaining the strength data for model calculation,

1.5 vol% CNT-reinforced pure Al (CNT/Al) composite and

pure Al samples were also fabricated with the same process

parameters.

2.2 Heat Treatments of the CNT/6061Al Composites

The CNT/6061Al composites and 6061Al alloy were

solution-treated at 803 K for 2 h and quenched in a water

bath quickly. The solution-treated materials were artifi-

cially aged at 448 K for different durations to study the

effect of CNTs on the aging behavior.

2.3 Characterization of the CNT/6061Al

Composites

Vickers hardnesses were measured on an automatic testing

machine (LECO, LM-247AT) under a load of 100 g for

15 s. The hardness values at each condition were calculated

by averaging ten test results. Dog-bone-shaped tensile

specimens with a gauge length of 2.5 mm, a width of

1.5 mm and a thickness of 1 mm were machined from the

FSP zones with the axis parallel to the FSP direction.

Tensile tests were carried out at a strain rate of

1 9 10-3 s-1 at room temperature using an Instron 5848

tester. At least three specimens were tested for each

material.

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM, Quanta 600) and

field emission scanning electron microscopy (FESEM, Leo

Supra 55) were used to observe the distribution of CNTs

and the fracture surface of failed tensile specimens.

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM, Tecnai G2 20)

was used to observe the distribution of CNTs and the

precipitate phases. CNT structure and CNT–Al interface

were examined by high-resolution TEM (HRTEM). All

TEM specimens were ion-milled with cooling device to

avoid overheating during the ion-milling process.

3 Results and Discussion

3.1 Microstructure of the Composites

Figure 1a, b shows the distribution of CNTs in the forged

CNT/6061Al composites with the CNT contents of 1.5 and

3 vol%. Clusters of CNTs with an average size of about

10 lm were observed, indicating that homogenous dis-

persion of CNTs cannot be achieved by simple mechanical

mixing and hot forging. However, no clusters of CNTs

could be found after FSP, at least under SEM, as shown in
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Fig. 1c, d, which indicated that the severe plastic defor-

mation during FSP dispersed CNTs into the aluminum

matrix.

Figure 2a shows the SEM image of the FSP 3 vol%

CNT/6061Al composite. While some of the CNTs were

singly dispersed, part of the CNTs was distributed in the

matrix as fine CNT bundles consisting of several CNTs

(about 2–4), which indicated that CNTs could be uniformly

distributed into the aluminum matrix by FSP. Under TEM,

the uniformly distributed CNTs in the aluminum matrix

were obviously visible (Fig. 2b). It is noted that the lengths

of CNTs in the composites were significantly shortened,

which could be attributed to significant stirring and

breakup effect during FSP. The entangled CNTs were

firstly cut off by the shearing effect during FSP; then, the

fragments were subsequently dispersed into the aluminum

matrix due to the plastic flow of the aluminum matrix [8].

The diameters of CNTs in the FSP composite were esti-

mated to be about 30 nm, similar to that of the as-received

CNTs, indicating little damage of the tube wall structure of

CNT.

Further observation under HRTEM indicated that CNTs

still kept a tubular microstructure, as shown in Fig. 2c, d.

The fracture of CNTs mainly occurred in the axis direction

of CNTs; thus, the tube structure could still remain well

after FSP. Furthermore, no pores were observed at the

CNT–Al interfaces, as shown in Fig. 2d, which demon-

strated the good interfacial bonding between CNTs and Al.

The CNT structure integrity and good CNT–Al interfacial

bonding play an important role in the load transferring,

which is beneficial for the strengthening of CNT/Al

composites.

3.2 Aging Behavior of the Composites

The FSP CNT/6061Al composites and FSP 6061Al were

artificially aged for different durations after the solution

treatment. The hardness values of the CNT/6061 compos-

ites and unreinforced 6061Al under different heat treatment

conditions are shown in Fig. 3. After the solution treat-

ment, the hardness of each material increased due to the

solid solution of Mg and Si elements, compared to the FSP

materials.

The hardness of 6061Al increased gradually with aging

time and reached a maximum value after 10-h aging. As

the aging duration further increased, the hardness of

6061Al exhibited a decreasing trend. The hardness of the

CNT/6061Al composites exhibited a similar trend at the

early stage of aging. However, the maximum hardness of

1.5 and 3 vol% CNT/6061Al composites were obtained

after 8-h aging. It suggested that CNTs accelerated the

precipitation process of the 6061Al matrix. Similar

Fig. 1 CNT distribution in CNT/6061Al composites: a, b SEM images of forged 1.5, 3 vol% CNT/6061Al, c, d SEM images of FSP 1.5, 3 vol%

CNT/6061Al
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phenomenon has only been reported in the study of CNT/

Al–4Cu composites fabricated by molecular-level mixing,

and the generation of excess dislocations due to CNTs was

thought to account for the accelerated precipitation process

[21].

Under the FSP and solution treatment conditions, the

hardness of CNT/6061Al composites increased with

increasing the volume fraction of CNTs. However, under

the T6 (peak aging) treatment condition, the CNT/6061Al

composites had a slightly lower hardness compared to the

6061Al. It was deduced that the precipitation hardening in

the aluminum alloy matrix has been negatively affected by

the addition of CNTs.

XRD patterns of the 3 vol% CNT/6061Al composite

under different heat treatment conditions are shown in

Fig. 4. Peaks of Al4C3 were detected in all samples, indi-

cating the damage of CNTs during the fabrication process.

When the CNT clusters were mechanically broken down

during FSP, many defects formed and the carbon atoms at

the defect sites would react with the aluminum matrix to

form Al4C3 phase. However, the low intensity of the peaks

Fig. 2 a SEM and b TEM images showing CNT distribution in 3 vol% CNT/6061Al, c, d HRTEM images showing CNT structure and CNT–Al

interface

Fig. 3 Variation of hardness with aging time for 6061Al and CNT/

6061Al composites

Fig. 4 XRD profiles of 3 vol% CNT/6061Al composites under

different conditions
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implied that the damage of CNTs introduced by FSP was

very slight.

The precipitates in the T6-treated 3 vol% CNT/6061Al

composite are shown in Fig. 5. In most of the matrix

region, the precipitates with a needle shape were uniformly

distributed. However, the precipitate-free zones (PFZs)

were observed at the peripheral region of CNTs. The dis-

tance from PFZ boundaries to CNTs was about 45 nm. The

strengthening effect of CNTs might be affected because the

size of PFZs is far larger than the diameter of CNTs.

In previous studies [33–35], the PFZs around the grain

boundaries of aged aluminum alloys, such as Al–Mg–Si

and Al–Zn–Mg alloys, have been widely reported. This

abnormal precipitation phenomenon has also been

observed around reinforcements such as SiC, Al2O3 parti-

cles and whisker in MMCs [36–40]. However, this phe-

nomenon has rarely been reported in the CNT/Al

composites except our previous work [12].

The reason for the PFZ formation around CNTs has

been analyzed in our previous study [12]. Due to the

extremely large surface of CNTs, it is believed that the Mg

and Si atoms were easy to segregate at the CNT boundaries

and formed Mg2Si particles because the CNT/Al interfaces

had many dislocations and CNTs had some structure

defects. This abnormal distribution of the precipitates was

thought to account for the lower hardness of the T6-treated

CNT/6061Al composites.

3.3 Mechanical Properties of the Composites Under

Different Conditions

The yield strength (YS), ultimate tensile strength (UTS)

and elongation (El) of the 6061Al and CNT/6061Al com-

posites under different conditions are shown in Table 1.

Under the FSP and solution treatment conditions, the

strengthening effect of CNTs was significant. The YS of

the FSP composites increased from 102 to 130 and

157 MPa as the CNT concentration increased from 0 to 1.5

and 3 vol%, respectively. For the solution-treated materi-

als, the YS increased from 144 to 182 and 228 MPa as the

CNT concentration increased from 0 to 1.5 and 3 vol%,

respectively. This is thought to originate from the homo-

geneous dispersion of CNTs in the 6061Al matrix, as

shown in Fig. 2.

However, under the T6 treatment condition, the strength

of the composites showed insignificant or even no incre-

ment. This result was similar to the hardness trend of the

T6-treated materials. In Nam’s study [21], it was reported

that CNTs could strengthen the Al–4Cu alloy matrix

regardless of the heat treatment conditions, and no abnor-

mal precipitate distribution was revealed. The insignificant

strengthening effect of CNTs under the T6 treatment con-

dition in our study might be attributed to the existence of

the PFZs in the T6-treated CNT/6061Al composites

(Fig. 5).

The YS of materials under the FSP and solution treat-

ment conditions can be simply calculated by the general-

ized shear-lag model. After a mathematical transformation,

the relationship between the YS and CNTs can be

expressed as follows [21, 27]:

rC=rM � 1 ¼ VfSeff : ð1Þ

where rM is the YS of the matrix, rC is the YS of the CNT/

6061Al composites, Vf is the volume fraction of CNTs and

Seff is the effective aspect ratio of CNTs.

According to Eq. (1), the value of Seff under the FSP and

solution treatment conditions is 18.1 and 17.4, respectively.

The closed Seff values imply the similar strengthening

efficiency under the FSP and solution treatment conditions.

However, this calculation is unsuitable for the T6-treated

CNT/6061Al composites due to the insignificant

strengthening.
Fig. 5 TEM images showing precipitates in T6-treated CNT/6061Al

composite

Table 1 Tensile properties of CNT/6061Al composites under dif-

ferent heat treatment conditions

CNT (vol%) Condition YS (MPa) UTS (MPa) El (%)

0 FSP 102 ± 3 190 ± 3 42 ± 1

1.5 FSP 130 ± 4 210 ± 5 31 ± 1

3 FSP 157 ± 5 253 ± 5 20 ± 2

0 Solution-treated 144 ± 3 250 ± 4 37 ± 2

1.5 Solution-treated 182 ± 3 287 ± 6 23 ± 1

3 Solution-treated 228 ± 5 317 ± 5 16 ± 1

0 T6-treated 300 ± 5 335 ± 3 28 ± 1

1.5 T6-treated 299 ± 6 353 ± 9 20 ± 2

3 T6-treated 291 ± 10 342 ± 11 14 ± 2
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3.4 Modeling of the PFZ Effect on Composite

Strength

A simple schematic, as shown in Fig. 6, can simply explain

the strengthening effect of CNTs under different heat

treatment conditions. Under the FSP and solution treatment

conditions, the element distribution in the matrix was not

affected by CNTs. Aluminum matrix was reinforced by the

homogenously dispersed CNTs, thus enhancing mechanical

properties. However, for the T6-treated composites the

actual effective reinforcements changed, due to the exis-

tence of PFZs.

To analyze the effect of PFZs, a simple model is pro-

posed for describing the effect of PFZs on the strength of

the T6-treated CNT/6061Al composites. The T6-treated

composites could be divided into two zones, as shown in

Fig. 6b: (A) PFZs consisting of CNTs and (B) T6-treated

6061Al zones. PFZs could be considered as the actual

effective reinforcements for the T6-treated CNT/6061Al

composites.

Based on the TEM observation, the PFZs can be simi-

larly considered as CNT/Al particles with a cylindrical

shape and the distance from PFZ boundaries to CNTs

(defined as W, as shown in Fig. 6b) was considered as a

fixed value.

Strength of PFZs could be approximately estimated

based on strength of the FSP CNT/Al composite (as shown

in Table 2). For simplifying, the CNT/Al composites were

also considered as PFZs-reinforced composites in order to

access PFZs effect. Due to the same fabrication process,

the distribution of CNTs and PFZs in the CNT/Al com-

posite is seen to be same as those in the T6-treated CNT/

6061Al composites.

The volume fraction of the PFZs in the CNT/Al com-

posites can be estimated by the volume ratio of the PFZs to

CNTs. When CNTs are singly dispersed (that is, only

single CNT existed in a PFZ), the volume fraction of the

PFZs can be estimated by a simple geometric calculation,

as follows:

VPFZ

VCNT

¼ 2W þ Dð Þ
D2

2

: ð2Þ

where VPFZ is the volume fraction of PFZs, VCNT is the

volume fraction of CNTs, W is the distance from PFZ

boundaries to CNTs and D is the diameter of CNTs.

However, some CNTs were formed fine bundles con-

sisting of 2–4 CNTs, as shown in Fig. 2a. That is, part of

the PFZs contained more than one CNT. Based on the

observation of CNT distribution under SEM, the percent-

age of PFZs with different CNT numbers were counted, as

shown in Table 3.

The calculation model of VPFZ/VCNT for PFZs around

variant CNT numbers is shown in Fig. 7. The distance from

the PFZ boundaries to CNTs was still considered as a fixed

value and was about 45 nm according to the TEM observa-

tion. For PFZs with different CNT numbers, the volume ratio

of PFZ to CNT can also be calculated by geometric deduction.

To simplify the following descriptions, N is defined as

the number of CNTs in a PFZ and the value is 1, 2, 3, 4 in

Fig. 6 Schematic showing the effective reinforcement changes under different conditions

Table 2 Tensile properties of FSP CNT/Al composites

CNT (vol%) Condition YS (MPa) UTS (MPa) El (%)

0 FSP 94 145 25 ± 1

1.5 FSP 133 181 20 ± 1
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this study. PN is the percentage for PFZs with N CNTs. RN

represents the VPFZ/VCNT for PFZs with N CNTs. The

values of N, PN and RN are summarized in Table 3

according to SEM observations.

Thus, the actual volume fraction of PFZs in the CNT/Al

composite could be obtained as follows:

VPFZ

VCNT

¼ P1R1 þ P2R2 þ P3R3 þ P4R4: ð3Þ

From Eq. (3), the calculated VPFZ is about 18.75% when

VCNT is 1.5%. That is, the 1.5 vol% CNT/Al composite

could be regarded as 18.75 vol% PFZs/Al composite.

According to the rule of mixture, the average YS of

PFZs (rPFZ) can be calculated from the following equation:

rc ¼ rPFZVPFZ þ rM 1 � VPFZð Þ: ð4Þ

For the 1.5 vol% CNT/Al composite, rc is 133 MPa, rM

is 94 MPa, and VPFZ is about 18.75%.

The calculated YS of PFZs was 282 MPa, slightly lower

to the YS of the T6-treated 6061Al alloy. The UTS of PFZs

could also be approximately calculated according to

Eq. (4). The calculated UTS of PFZs was about 338 MPa,

similar to the UTS of the T6-treated 6061Al alloy.

Although this calculation is simplified, the YS and UTS

of PFZs were very similar to the T6-treated 6061Al matrix.

As the T6-treated 6061Al was reinforced by PFZs which

had similar strength, it was no doubt that the strengthening

effect was insignificant.

The decreased ductility of T6-treated composites can

also be explained by this model. According to the above

calculation, the 1.5 vol% CNT/Al composite could be

regarded as 18.75 vol% PFZs/Al composite, that is, the

average content of CNT in PFZs was 8 vol%. In previous

research [1, 41, 42], no plasticity could be observed when

CNT/Al composites were reinforced by dispersed CNTs

with CNT content above 6 vol%. The PFZs could be

similarly considered as particles with very poor plasticity.

As a result, the ductility of T6-treated composites

decreased with the increasing content of PFZs.

Figure 8 shows the fractographs of the tensile speci-

mens. Small dimples could be observed for the solution-

treated and T6-treated composites. In bottom of the dim-

ples, the solution-treated composite showed a flat mor-

phology, with a few of pulled-out CNTs. By comparison,

the T6-treated sample exhibited wrinkle morphology in

bottom of the dimples. The results can also be explained by

the local deformation of the PFZs.

The CNTs were pulled out during tension for the solu-

tion-treated composites, because the zones near the inter-

face endured larger stress. However, for the T6-treated

composites, PFZs around CNTs became other weak zones.

Both the pulling out of CNTs and the fracture of PFZs

occurred during tension. As a result, more complicated

fracture morphology was produced. Similar phenomenon

was reported in the aged SiCp/7093Al composites [43–46].

Both particle fracture and near-interface deboning con-

tributed to the failure of the aged composites due to the

existence of PFZs around SiCp. However, particle fracture

was found to be dominant in the solution-treated

composites.

In summary, PFZs had a negative effect on the

mechanical properties of T6-treated CNT/6061Al com-

posites. According to previous researches, the age-hard-

ening ability of materials could be promoted by adding the

concentration of alloy element [47, 48] and the morphology

of PFZs was influenced by the heat treatment parameters,

including aging temperature, aging time and solution

treatment temperature [49, 50]. T6-treated CNT/6061Al

composites with significant strengthening effect might be

acquired by changing alloy element concentration and a

series of complicated heat treatment.

Table 3 VPFZ/VCNT and the percentage of PFZs with different CNT

numbers in PFZs

N (Number of CNTs in PFZs) RN (VPFZ/VCNT) PN (Percentage)

1 16 0.37

2 12.5 0.33

3 8.7 0.19

4 7.3 0.11

Fig. 7 Calculation schematic of VPFZ/VCNT for PFZs with different

CNT numbers
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4 Conclusions

The CNT/6061Al composites with uniformly distributed

CNTs were fabricated via PM combined with FSP. CNTs

accelerated the precipitation process of CNT/6061Al

composites, with the peak aging time being shortened from

10 to 8 h. Furthermore, PFZs with a distance of 45 nm

from the PFZ boundaries to CNTs were detected around

CNTs in the T6-treated CNT/6061Al composites.

The CNT/6061Al composites exhibited increased hard-

ness and tensile strength compared to the 6061Al alloy

under the FSP and solution treatment conditions. However,

insignificant strengthening effect was observed for the T6-

treated composites.

A model was proposed to describe the effect of PFZs on

the strength of the T6-treated composites. The calculation

indicated that the PFZs had similar strength to the T6-

treated 6061Al, resulting in the insignificant strengthening

effect.
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